Consent form for the use of photos

In accordance with Article 6 (1) of the General Data Protection Regulation, photos of persons may not be processed, displayed and disseminated without the consent of the persons concerned.

Publication in the following medium: EMS website and any corresponding printed and online material, and EMS social media.

Name: __________________________________________

Affiliation: _______________________________________

Country: __________________________________________

I grant EMS the right to use photos of me on the EMS website and any corresponding printed and online material, including social media, according to the criteria given below.

This consent is voluntary. A rejection leads to no disadvantages. The declaration of consent is valid from the date of the signature. A given consent can be revoked at any time with effect for the future without stating any reason by sending an email to ems-sec@emetsoc.org.

Date: ...........................................

........................................................

Signature

Criteria concerning the use of images

Use of images

Any photos are searchable worldwide, retrievable and changeable when published on the Internet. Consequently, re-use of these photos by third parties can therefore not be excluded. Also, for example, for online versions of fliers or brochures, further distribution on the Internet cannot be ruled out. The "effect for the future" of a revocation means that all use made on the basis of the consent remain legal – printed posters, for example, can still be used. When publishing group photos, the subsequent revocation of one individual does not imply that the photo must be removed from the website.

Provision of photos

A provision of photos to third parties does not take place without your consent.

Right to information and complaints

For questions about data protection or suspected violations of data protection law, please contact the secretariat of the EMS: Martina Junge, ems-sec@emetsoc.org; +49 - (0) 30 - 838 59 431. You also have the right of appeal to the supervisory authority, the Berlin Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information, telephone: 030/138 89-0, Fax: 030/215 50 50. E-Mail: mailbox@datenschutz-berlin.de
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Adressen/LfD/Berlin.html?nn=5217144
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